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.... and someday I hope he'll be able to read a history of his family .... if
someone takes the time to write it! See page 7- "Writing a Family History"
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CALENDAR: Future JGSGO Programs +
(Check the What's Happening Column and Calendar in
the weekly Heritage newspaper):

. Oct. 20: JGSGO meeting, 7:00 p.m. in the AIl-
Purpose room, CRJ, Orlando: program: "How To
Write a Family History" presentation by Carl Migden
and Jay Schleichkorn

Nov. 14-15: Two day annual conference of the Florida
State Genealogical Societies, Sheraton North Hotel,
Maitland, FL. Contact: Ohorning@aol.com

Nov. 17: JGSGO meeting, program to be announced.

Dec. 15: Annual Meeting, Elections, Installation
"Wine and CheeseGala"

August 2-7, 2009: IAJGS International Conference on
Jewish Genealogy,Philadelphia, PA

-Sept, 2-5, 2009: Annual Conference of the Federation of
GenealogicalSocieties,Little Rock, Arkansas

Cover Photo:
April 1925: Stella Schleichkorn with her

third born son Jacob (AKA Jay).
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE ...
Larry Morrell

The 28th IAJGS Conference on Jewish Genealogy
held in Chicago August 17-22, at the Marriott Downtown is
now history. My wife,Candy, and I spent most ofthe

week in Chicago between visiting
Jith our daughter and my

I
attending a good part of the
IAJGS Conference. I commuted
to the hotel for several special
sessions. I found the conference
to be overwhelming. There were

'Qt~~ just too many sessions given
simultaneously. The selection of
topics related to Jewish
genealogywas amazing.

The attendance was
about 800. There were people

from South Africa, England, Israel, Sweden and South
America. Several field trips were planned to Jewish
Cemeteries and sites of interest. Ancestry. Com had a room
setup with 12 to 14 computers. It was fascinating to be
among so many people with the same interests. I noticed
there was a lot interest on DNA and the feeling among
members that it was one way to find where they came from.

On everyone's registration name tag, one could find
the many names of cities, towns and shetls people were
researching. One large area was devoted to exhibitors and
vendors.

In a session with presidents of other Jewish
Genealogical Societies, it was evident that many local
societiesare having problems with maintaining and gaining
membership as well as meeting the needs of older members.
It's a similar problem we see here in the Orlando area.

With the sharing of so much knowledge about
genealogy, it was obvious that many of the registrants had
been to previous annual conferences.

And a special note, Gladys Friedman Paulin, past
president of our JGSGO, once again demonstrated how
diverse her knowledge and interest is in areas of genealogy
as she presented two talks at the IAJGS conference. The
subjects were, "Keeping the Memory ... Many Sources for
Jewish Death Records" and "Jewish Farm Colonies in
Saskatchewan."

Back to our local JGSGO. We had a board meeting
Wednesday September 10. We discussed having a "mini-
workshop" on a Sunday in October with several members
offering a personal approach to subjects such as Vital
Records, Immigration, Membership, and more. With good
publicity we would hope to attract folks from the community
who may be concerned about genealogy but just never got
involved.

I would like to recognize and thank Herb Adler for
taking over the role of JGSGO Secretary replacing Florence
Goldman who couldn't continue.

Also, we appreciate the efforts of Jerry Kurland
who, on behalf of the JGSGO, entered the IAJGS Poster

Contents. Jerry put a lot of work in developing a very
attractive poster. The winning poster, created by Harriet
Rudnit was submitted by the JGS of Illinois.

Jay Schleichkorn also deserves a vote of thanks for
submitting copies of our Newsletter Etz Chaim in the
IAJGS's publication contest. The 2008 Outstanding
Publication Award was presented to the Jewish Genealogical
Society of Great Britain for its collection of guidebooks
comprising the 'Jewish Ancestors' series focusing on Jewish
genealogical research in Europe, understanding Hebrew
inscriptions and comments, aud organizing family history
records.

At our local meeting, Doris Frank reported our
membership stands at 63 members.

Edith Schulman indicated we will have an
interesting program on Monday evening, October 20.
Carl Migden will discuss what is involved in preparing a
book on the genealogical history of your family. He
successfully completed quite a project and will share
information with all of us.

In addition to the national elections, we in JGSGO
will also select officers for 2009. We need your support!
PLEASE consider taking on a leadership role.

Plan ahead ...•join us at the December 15 meeting
for election and installation of officers and an enjoyable
social evening with special refreshments.

Editors Note: The International Association of Jewish
Genealogical Societies systematizes annual conferences
on Jewish Genealogy and the quality of these meetings
has proven a boon to those researching their Jewish
heritage, bringing together those interested in Jewish
Genealogy, to learn, to research and most importantly, to
share. The following conferences have been
commissioned for upcoming years.

Dates Location Host

2009 August 2-7 Philadelphia IAJGS and JGSGP

2010 July 11-16 Los Angeles JGSLA

2011 Washington JGSGWDC.
Tentatively

2012 Planned for
Paris

2013 ??????

Tentatively
2014 Planned for

Jerusalem
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Happy New Year 576tt

May these words inspire you as well.
The following message was written by

Rabbi Moshe Silberhaft (last year). He is a
"traveling Rabbi" who visits with and is the
Spiritual Leader to outlying Jewish Communities
in Central and Southern Africa. May you :fmd in
his words an inspiration and intent for a world
filled with peace and compassion.

Dear Friends:
Next week we Jews will begin our 5761th

year on this earth! Who would have believed this
possible? If anyone had told Abraham that his
people would be around this long he probably
would have been astounded.

Imagine, we did this without beheading
anyone, without a single suicide bomber, without
kidnapping and murdering school children,
without slaughtering Olympic athletes, and
without flying airplanes into skyscrapers.

We lasted this long despite 400 years as
slaves in Egypt, 40 years of wandering in the
desert, the mighty Roman army who nailed us to
ten thousand crosses; despite the best efforts of
the Christian crusaders, the Spanish Inquisition,
Hitler's third Reich, Stalin's gulags, Arab wars of
annihilation, 100 years of Arab and Arafat
terrorism, and 800 hate-filled UN resolutions!

How did we Jews do it? We did it by
concentrating our efforts on education, love of
family, faith, hard work, helping one another and
a passionate dedication to life no matter what
evil befell us!

We hung in there in hope the rest of the
world would one day overcome it's hatreds,
jealousies, violence and join us in a life of
cooperation and mutual respect.

We're not there yet, but we're still hopeful.
And when we enter our places of worship next
weekend, this is what we'll pray for with all the
strength in our hearts.

Best wishes for a New Year filled with
health, happiness, laughter, success, joy, and
kindness and may this coming year bring peace

and security to Israel and to the Jewish
communities in the Diaspora.
5769 and counting!

Being old is a state of mind. So are rich and
poor, lucky and unlucky, positive and negative.
When you break it down to its simplest form, life
is whatever you believe it is •..

Another Reason to Believe It's a
Small World ....

Chicago is a long way from Lake Mary, FL,
but amazingly how people know each other.

JGSGO members know Doris Frank. She is
one of our most active members and currently co-chair
of the Membership Committee. Doris was married to
Don Frank. Don passed away March 15, 2007. In

/
addition to their four grown
children, Don also had family in
the Chicago area. In particular,
a niece (Louise) living on
/Virginia Avenue in Chicago.

Now we go to Virginia
Avenue, Chicago where Jay
Schleichkorn has his youngest
son, Henry, and his wife, Susan

l
and family. Recently, Henry
was talking with Louise about
IFlorida when he mentioned she
had an Aunt Doris in Central

Don Frank Florida. Henry suggested
Louise ask her Aunt if she knows Ray Schleichkorn a
physical therapist. Louise did just that and Aunt Doris
said she not only knew Ray the therapist, but she
works closely with Ray's father Jay in the genealogy
society!

Louise lives just seven houses from Henry. "I
can see her house from mine," Henry said. He also
mentioned Louise works for the local classical radio
station and loves the Schleichkorn's chocolate lab dog
named Katie.

It really is a small world! And it substantiates
the saying that if you can't say something nice about
someone, don't say it, you never know who is listening
or who knows the person. It is a small world after all!

Experience is a wonderful thing. It enables you to
recognize a mistake when you make it again.
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ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR
YOUR CIVIL WAR ANCESTOR?
In 1860, "The Jewish community when the War began was
not numerically large only about 150,000 people." * Major
increases did not occur until the early 1900s during the well-
known immigration period. However, those of us interested
in Jewish Genealogy may still be interested in searching
Civil War records for familiar names.

IOWA, KANSAS AND NEBRASKA
CIVIL WAR VETERANS

Compilation of the Death Rolls of the Departments of
Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska, Grand Army of the Republic, 1883-1948

A new book titled Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska Civil
War Veterans: Compilation of the Death Rolls of the
Departments of Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska, Grand Army of
the Republic, 1883-1948 contains death records of more
than 36,0~ members of the Grand Army of the Republic
(G.A.R.) which was the largest association of Civil War
Union veterans. This book is the third in a series by Dennis
Northcott of St. Louis, of compilations of G.A. R. death rolls.
The first two books are titled Grand Army of the Republic,
Department of Illinois: Transcriptions of the Death Rolls,
1879-1947and Indiana Civil War Veterans: Transcriptions of
the Death Rolls of the Department of Indiana, G.A.R., 1882-
1948. To see if your ancestor is listed in one of these books,
visit www.ngpublications.com. If you would like to order
any of the books, send $30 for each book plus $4 shipping
for the first book and $1 for each additional book, and mail
to: DennisNorthcott, P.O. Box 11801, Sr. Louis, MO 63105.
Make checks payable to Dennis Northcott or you can print
an order form from the website. Northcott is now preparing
a fourth book, Compilation of the death rolls of the
Department of Pennsylvania.

* Introduction by Allan Nevins in American Jewry and the Civil
War,Bertram W.Korn,Bellum Edition, 1951.

EDITH SCHULMAN TEACHES AT
CHAUTAUQUA

Editor's Note: From Monday -Thursday, July 7-10,2008,
Edith Schulman, our JGSGO past president, had an
opportunity to teach a basic genealogy course at
Chautauqua, N.Y. She said "It was quite an experience. "

Chautauqua is an adult education movement in
the United States, highly popular in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. Chautauqua assemblies expanded
and spread throughout rural America until the mid-
1920s. The Chautauqua brought entertainment and
culture for the whole community, with speakers, teachers,
musicians, entertainers, preachers and specialists of the
day. Former U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt is quoted
as saying that Chautauqua is "the most American thing
in America."

Edith indicated, "Once you walk through its gate,
you are in another world reminiscent of the 19th
century. We stayed at the Athenaeum Hotel located on
the huge Lake Chautauqua. The hotel was built iu the
late 1800s, and still retains much of the charm of that era.

The theme of the week I was there was
Writers. We had the pleasure of hearing from Billy
Collins, E. L. Doctorow, Joyce Carol Oats, Amy Tan and
Gary Trudeau. Those were just the morning speakers!
Afternoons were set aside for classes. There were
hundreds of classes to choose from: everything from
computer classes, to rug making to all kind of sports'
classes. Scattered throughout the large area known as
Chautauqua are different buildings housing the
classrooms. My classroom was as far from the hotel as it
could be, but Jitneys came near the hotel every 20
minutes, and I used them to transport my power point
equipment. I had seven enthusiastic people in my
class. My class met at 3:30 p.m. for 75 minutes Monday
through Thursday, so I had most of the day to enjoy
what was going on. Each evening there was special

i entertainment including The Chautauqua Philharmonic
Orchestra, the ballet, opera, theater and so much more. I
tried to fit in 'rocking time' you know in the wooden
rocking chairs on the porch of the hotel. The beD tower
was near by, and I loved to hear the bells. Everyday they
chimed 'Happy Birthday.' My husband Charles was with
me. We had regular Shabbat services on Friday night
near the bell tower, put on by the Chautauqua
Congregation. As our services were ending, the bells
chimed out 'Ein Keiloheinu.'

People return to Chautauqua, N.Y. year after
year for the learning and relaxation, and now I can
understand why."
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"Do I Have Jewish Ancestry?"
By: Gary Mokotoff

Since there is little recent news of interest, I
thought I would expound on a favorite subject of mine:
whether a given surname is "Jewish," that is, was
borne by a sufficient number of Jews to be considered
a Jewish surname.

Every week I get
inquiries from
Christians who think
they may have Jewish
ancestry.
The typical profile is
that they had a
grandparent who was
secretive about his/her
past or that the family
has a lot of "Jewish"
given names such as
Jacob, Joseph,
Abraham, etc.
Many of them have
searched Avotaynu's
Consolidated
Jewish Surname Index
(CJSI) and found their
ancestral surname on
the list.

Gary Mokotoff The most popular page
in the avotaynu.com

domain is not our Home Page but the Consolidated
Jewish Surname Index located at
http://www~avotaynu.com/csilcsi-home.htm. In August
it received more than 10,000 hits--our Home Page
received only 6,700. The CJSI is a collection of
surnames that appear in 42 databases some of which
contain only Jews (Example: Jewish Records Indexing-
Poland project) or contain mostly Jews (Example:
Family Tree of the Jewish People).

The fact that you find a surname in CJSI does
not necessarily mean that this surname is Jewish. This
occurs for three major reasons:

1. Jews and non-Jews share surnames. The third
most common Jewish surname in the United States
(after Cohen and Levy) is Miller. Clearly Miller in
both non-Jewish and Jewish.

2. Intermarriage and conversion. The fact that the
surname McKenney appears in CJSI does not mean
that Jews bore this name. One source of McKenneys is
the Family Tree of the Jewish People, a database of
family trees developed by Jewish genealogists. But
these trees would also include non-Jewish branches of

families.
3. Nature of database. Some of the databases named

are predominantly Jewish but do contain non-Jewish
individuals. An example is the Russian Consular
Records database of people who transacted business
with the Czarist consulates in the United States.

The proper answer to the question as whether
one has Jewish ancestry is to trace one's roots and not
base it on a Jewish name, secretiveness of
grandparents or because people say "I look Jewish."
But the Consolidated Jewish Surname Index can
provide clues regarding the likelihood that a surname
is Jewish if it is used properly.

If a name is found in CJSI, evaluate the databases
in which it occurs. If the name only appears in
databases known to include Christian surnames, the
likelihood is that it is not a Jewish. surname. An
example is the surname McKenney. It appears only in
two databases: Family Tree of the Jewish People and
First American Jewish Families. Both are family tree
databases; therefore, undoubtedly they represent
names that appear in Christian branches of Jewish
family trees. I recently purged C.JSI of more than
117,000 surnames that only appear in the Family Tree
of the Jewish People (FTJP) on the grounds that they
likely were Christian branches of Jewish families, since
they appear in none of the other 41 databases.
Hopefully, this will cut down on the number of
inquiries I receive from people who found their
surname in FTJP.

There are 891 surnames in CJSI that appear
only in FTJP and First American Jewish Families. The
first ten that start with the letter "R" are Reade,
Ruddock, Ridgely, Rydholm, Radcliffe, Ryttenberg,
Rizza, Richberg, Rosalio and Roege. Ryttenberg is a
variant of the Jewish surname Rittenbereg. The unique
spelling might indicate a Christian variant of the
surname. To assist researchers, there is a list at
http://www.avotaynu.com!csildatabases.htm that
indicates whether each of the CJSI sources is
exclusively Jewish.

What if the name appears in databases that are
known to contain only Jews? My next step usually is to
note in how many exclusively Jewish databases the
name appears. If it is high, clearly the surname is used
by Jews. Example: The surname Mokotow appears in
seven databases. If the surname appears in only one
database, if it is online, I go to that site and determine
how many entries there are for the surname. If it is less
than five, it is likely the surname is not Jewish but
represents either a typographical error or a case where
a Christian man married a Jewish woman.

J,

Continued on next page
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There are some exceptions to the rule that a
low frequency of a surname in CJSI indicates it is not
Jewish. If the surname appears in the JewishGen
Family Finder, it means that some Jewish genealogist
is researching the family name. It is a simple task to e-
mail the researcher to determine the history of the
surname. If the surname appears in one of the four
Jewish surname dictionaries published by Avotaynu
(Russian Empire, Galicia, Kingdom of Poland or
German or in one of the databases of Sephardic names)
then the author's sources were compelling enough for
them to consider the surname Jewish.

If a name is not found in CJSI but one appears
that is quite close in spelling, I usually reject the
similarity. When you have a database of more than a
half million surnames, it is likely that any combination
of letters will produce some result close to the surname
being searched. Is the surname "Monkey" Jewish? It
does not appear in CJSI, but the surname Monki and
Monke do. Is the surname "Roosevelt" Jewish? It is

- not in CJSI, but Roseveldt is.
Jewish given names is a poor source of the

likelihood a family is Jewish, unless the given names
are uniquely Jewish. Biblical names such as Jacob,
Joseph and Abraham are not uniquely Jewish given
names. MaIka, Chaim and Feivel are.

A common inquiry I receive is from a family
who thinks they are Jewish because there are many
people in their family with Biblical given names.
Biblical given names were common in many cultures.
My experience has been that people who make
inquiries based on given names are invariably people
with German ancestry where use of Biblical given
names was common.

There are always exceptions to these rules. What is
shown is a proposed methodology to determine the
likelihood-not the certainty--of whether a surname
was borne by Jews and could be considered a Jewish
surname.

i

From Nu? What's New? By Gary Mokotoff, VoL 9,
No.21,September14,2008-09-17

Do I Have Jewish Ancestry?"
Addendum: more from Gary Mokotoff's "Nu? What's New?"
VoL 9, #22, Sept. 28,2008

There is an important resource in evaluating
whether a surname suggests Jewish ancestry that was left
out of the article in the last issue ofNu? What's New? It is
the Mormon International Genealogical Index (IGI). This
database reputedly contain more than 700 million people for
whom some Mormon rite, usually posthumous baptism, has
been performed. It is an excellent source to determine if a
surname was borne byChristians. If you find the source of

Continued in next column .
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the name is a christening record, clearly the person was
Christian. Even a birth record provides a clue. Often the
source of the birth information will be listed as Catholic or
Evangelical (protestant). No conclusions can be drawn if
these types of records are not in the IGI. The IGI can be
accessed at:
http://www.familysearch.orgleng/Search/frameset_search.asp.
To search it exclusively, click on its name to the left of the
screen.

WRITING A FAMILY HISTORY
The program for JGSGO's October 20th meeting

will feature a presentation by Carl Migden on
"Preparing a Family History." Carl has completed two

Ibooks on family members. The
first, completed two years ago,
details the origin of the Migden
Family and includes numerous
illustrations of geographical
sites.

The second book details
the life of Schmulka Bernstein,
a noted deli owner on the East
side. Schmulka was the
grandfather of Carl's wife
Karyn.

With a Power Point presentation, Carl will discuss
what was involved in preparing the manuscripts, the
layout and design of the material and the steps towards
publishing.

Participating in the evening's program will be
Jay Schleichkorn. Jay has completed two different
manuscripts. One features just his immediate family
with major documents and a narrative of anecdotes.
The other "book" lists aU the 200+ Schleichkorns Jay
could find from throughout the world. What surprised
him most is the number of Schleichkorns who perished
during the Holocaust. While he cannot definitely
connect all the names as actual relatives he followed
the comments of several genealogists; "with a name
like Schleichkorn, you all must be related. "

Jay will emphasize the need for organizing
material before writing and using many genealogical
resources.

The examples of styles and production of a
family history will serve JGSGO members well and
perhaps motivate some to take on the major project of
writing their family's story.

There will be a question and answer period
following the presentations.

i.e'Sfwna flooaft to- ctj'alt [
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FINDING FAMILY MEMBERS ...
(Thanks to Larry Morrell, JGSGO President for sharing
the following interesting and informative mail from new
found relative.)

Hello Laurence,
Yes, Shana has told me that we are most likely cousins,
and I'm quite sure it's true. If you want to access our
family tree, you've only to join •.. (ask Shana for the
details). There seem to be hundreds of Solomon
Morels in the family. My Great-Zeide was also
Zalmon Morel, and you may be interested to know that
our only relative living in Israel, who survived the
camps in Poland and sawall his immediate family
slaughtered, was named Solomon Morel, and sadly he
died last year. He wrote me the sweetest letter
beginning "My dearest, sweet little Cousin," in
Yiddish, but I feel so badly that we never managed to
meet. Our first relatives who went to America, went
from Holland to New York in the 1700's. They were
Abraham and Isaac Morrill. They married non-
Jewish wives ( there weren't Jewish women I would
reckon) and they became Christians. I actually went to
secondary school with a distant cousin who was in
Boston elite society. She and her friend Susan Cabot
refused to believe that I was Jewish. Her family owns
the Morrell tinned ham company. Perhaps it doesn't
exist anymore? A few facts you may find interesting,
but we can't fit them into the family tree, not knowing
who there parents and children were-- We lived in
North Africa in a town across from Spain called
Melilla, (there are still our graves there) before we
crossed into Spain. At the time of the Inquisition, lots
of us converted, and one of us was so successful as a
Catholic that he worked with the Grand Inquisitor
himself. I think his name was Miguel Morrillo, and he
warned the rest of the family (quite large by that time)
that they should all convert immediately or travel to
France. Many of them did move over the mountains
into France, where we lived in Narbonne and --sorry at
the moment I can't remember the second city- and
then to Paris. There is a street named for us in
Narbonne- Rue Morrill- and in the 1800's one of us
was the Grand Rabbi of Paris. This info was found by
my Mother (May her memory be for a blessing) a long
time ago. Meanwhile, we went to Holland, and some of
the Morels who were living in France from an earlier
period went over to England with the Norman invasion,
and were the first Jewish people given a license to lend
money in England. Some of the converted family in
England became part of the British Peerage and we
are listed in the Doomsday Book, which you can see if
you look at the site of the archives of the British

Museum. Even today we have non-Jewish relatives,
many with family names in the Peerage. They have a
web-site. The father of the family living in England
isn't interested in family history, but I've seen photos
of his daughter "The Honorable Clara Morel" on her
pony. Clara is the main name given to girls in our
family. Also Rachel. The men seem to be some form
of Solomon or Samuel, Abraham and Isaac. One of my
poor Uncles was actually named Abraham Isaac. He
was the only Jewish person allowed to join the Hasty
Pudding at Harvard, but when he appeared in one of
their plays, they listed him as two people-- Abraham
Isaac and Morrill Abramson. Anyway, we spread all
over Europe from England to France, Italy, Holland,
Germany, Lithuania and Latvia. Of course in that
part of the world, borders constantly changed. My
Uncle Berel traveled to the States in the early 1800's
and had his memories preserved by a new invention --
the camera. I have his picture. My Great - Zeide went
to the States several times before he decided to stay
there. He really didn't like it. He didn't like any of the
places in the world he'd seen. Jerusalem, he said, was
filthy. Finally in the late 1800's he did move there and
sent for the large family. Our very immediate family
went, that is his children, but many stayed behind and
were lost. This Holocaust Day, Shana found another
17 cousins in Riga who had been murdered in the
Holocaust. Are you related to the Shrago's too? I
think you must be. I hope I've helped you a bit. There
are so many variations on our name that you mustn't
be discouraged if you find: Morels, Morellos, Morellis,
Murillos (yes the Painter was a relative), Marills,
Marels, etc. Best of luck with your search. Do ask
Shana how you can join our tree... Have a good
Shavuot.
With best wishes,
Micky Goldfarb

Continued .

Original Message -----
From: Laurence Morrell
To: mickyg@netvision.net.il
Sent: Saturday, May 24, 20082:31 AM
Subject: Information re: MorelllMorrell

Shalom Micky:
I have been in contact with your daughter

Shana concerning the possibility of our being
distantly (both genetically and geographically )
related. (continued on next page •...)
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I have numerous
questions to ask
concerning" how to",
"where to" get
information outside of
Poland and the US.
My great grandfather,
Zalmen ( Solomon)
Marel ( Morrell )
came to the US in
1880. He was born
(1858) in Southern
LithuaniaiEastern

PolandlNorthwestern Belarus depending on
where the border was that week. At that time a
lot of Jews were leaving the Pale of Settlement
going to the US. Shana mentioned relatives
coming to the US much earlier. Birzai is in
Northern Lithuania. Perhaps over the years, some
members did migrate to Southern Lithuania.
Internal passports were available for internal
travel.

I'm trying to get access to your family tree to
see if I can get any information that will help me.
In passing, I also have a great grandfather,
Benjamin Tieger, who was born in Jerusalem in
1858. I will stay in contact. We do have a
Morrell/Bornstein web site. search Solomon
Morren

I am really just getting started in doing
genealogical research on the" Morrell" family. I
do have some information, but nothing like what
you have discovered.

Regards,

FamilySearch and Ancestry.com
Team to Publish New Images and
Enhanced Indexes to the U.S.
Censuses

Ancestry.com and FamilySearch, announced
July 21 they will exchange records and resources to
make more historical records available online. The
first project is a joint initiative to significantly enhance
the online U.S. Federal Census Collection (1790 to
1930). The original census records are among the
holdings of the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA).

FamilySearch is digitally converting master
microfilm copies of the original U.S. Federal Censuses
from 1790 through 1930 and, under this agreement,
will give theseimproved images to Ancestry.com. All
census images and indexes will be available on
Ancestry.com for subscribers. As projects are
completed, images will be available for free in NARA
reading rooms and FamilySearch's 4,500 Family
History Centers.

Ancestry.com, which currently offers indexes
and images to the entire publicly available U.S. Federal
Census Collection, will give FamilySearch copies of its
existing census indexes.

Allen Weinstein, the Archivist of the United
States, welcomed this agreement as a significant
benefit for researchers. "... Having two of our partners
working together to enhance the indexes and images of
these essential documents will enable an
unprecedented level of access and understanding."
More information is available at :
http://www·familysearch.org/eng/HomelNews/frameset
news.asp?PAGE=Press/2008 721 Enhanced US Cen

suses.asp
(Thanks to "jan meisels allen "

<janmallen@worldnet.att.net>
21 Jul 2008 X-Message-Number: 1

Laurence Morrell
Maitland, FI

• Crafty Needle
'four source for Judaic needlecraft designs and kits,
including Needlepoint Tal/it and Tefil/in Bags, Atarot, and'
Kippot; Embroidered HOliday Tablecloths, and Challah and
Matzoh Covers; Crochet and Knit, and more!

Julie A. Schwartz and Jose L. Valle
Tel: 321.214.4379 • 800.345.3332
Email: shop@craftyneedle.com

www.craftyneedle.com
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For Your Information ... "The Jews of Sing Sing"
RON ARONS, GUEST SPEAKER IN
ORLANDO

The summer issue of the JGSGO's newsletter
featured a cover photo of eight Jewish gangsters and a
report on the book "But he was Good to His Mother."
The book by Robert A. Rockaway, was published in 2000
by Geffen Publishing House. Comments from JGSGO
members indicated they enjoyed reading about the
various Jewish gangsters who played important roles in
the criminal picture of the 1920s. Two of our members
acknowledged they had "black- sheep" relatives who
were criminals. It's all part of genealogical research!

Thanks to Edith Schulman, we heard that at the
end of October, at the Urban Think Bookstore, Orlando,
you will have an opportunity to hear Ron Arons, author
of "The Jews of Sing Sing," published' by Barrcade Books,
June 1, 2008. There's free admission to the lecture.
Time: Tuesday, October 28, 2008, 7:00 p.m.
Location: UrbanThink! Bookstore, 625 E. Central Blvd.,
Orlando . (near Lake Eola .Phone: 407-650-8004
"Nationally known
Scholar Ron Arons
tells the true story of
Jewish gangsters and
other shady char-
acters who served
time "up the
[Hudson] river" and
the New York Jewish
community's response.
Ron did not choose
the book's topic.
Instead, it was beshert
(the Jewish equivalent. .'
of the English word The Jews of Smg Smg
'fate,' literally, 'meant to be')

Years ago Arons learned that one of his ancestors
served a 'stretch' at the famous prison. Ron first wrote a
manuscript about his criminal ancestor and his
ancestor's father, a r~bbi who also found trouble, only to
be told by the publishing world that "it did not need
another memoir." Thinking creatively out of the box one
day, Ron decided to research and write a book about
every Jew who was ever behind bars at the Big House.
Little did Arons understand the enormity of the topic he
would undertake, which until now has not been covered
with any intellectual rigor. The result: a 350-page book
providing biographies of more than a dozen famous
gangsters and lesser-known criminals and painting a
broad canvas of Jewish criminality in New York City."

Mark your calendar!

GENEALOGY WORKBOOK AVAILABLE
The JGSPBCI announces the publishing of

the 8th edition of the award winning
Beginners and Intermediate Genealogical
Workbook, now entitled GENEALOGY
WORKBOOK - SOURCES FOR RESEARCH
OF YOUR ANCESTRY, and is now available
to researchers. Compiled, edited and updated
by JGSPBCI President Emerita, Sylvia
Furshman Nusinov, the 219 page Workbook is
an essential resource tool for genealogical
research.

Brief Description: Paperback, coil binding,
clear cover front, back is hard textured black
card stock. 8 112" x 11If, English language, 219
pages. Awarded the IAJGS 2003 Achievement
Award for Outstanding Publication and a 2006
Genealogy Outstanding Achievement Award
by the Florida State Genealogical Society, the
Workbook is a compilation of genealogical
resource materials. 44 topics are listed in the
Table of Contents, including examples and
instructions, charts and forms. Several
distinguished members of IAJGS contributed
their individual expertise to the contents of the
Workbook. The Award states: "It [the
Workbook] has proven to be a most useful tool
in encouraging individuals to pursue their
genealogical research, and in providing them
with the instructions and procedures to do so."
Contents includes: updated Immigration and
Naturalization Records at United States
Citizenship and Immigration Service [USCIS],
updated U.S. National Archives and Records
[NARA] online sources, Origins of Names, U.S.
Census Records forms 1790 -1930, U.K. and
Canadian Census Forms, listing of Eastern
European Provinces and Regions, and articles
on Ukraine, Poland, Lithuania, Pale of
Settlement, Yad Vashem, Galicia, etc. In
addition, record charts and forms provide the
researcher with quick references to their
progress in their ancestral search.

The book costs $20 plus S&H $3.00 (media
mail). Make your check payable to: JGSPBCI
and mail to: Sylvia Furshman Nusinov,
Workbook Editor, 10298 Buena Ventura
Drive, Boca Raton, FL. 33498
e-mail: curiousyl@bellsouth.net
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A man and his ever-nagging wife went on a
vacation to Jerusalem. While they were there, the
wife passed away. The Undertaker told the
husband, "You can have her shipped home for
$5,000,or you can bury her here in the Holy Land
for $150." The man thought about it and told the
undertaker he would just have her shipped back
home.

The undertaker asked, "why would you
spend $5,000 to ship your wife home when it
would be wonderful to be buried here and you
spend only $150.

The man replied, "Long ago a man died
here, was buried here and three days later he rose
from the dead. I just can't take that chance."

c
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JUST BEFORE THE FUNERAL
SERVICES, THE UNDERTAKER
CAME UP TO THE VERY
ELDERLY WIDOW AND ASKED,
"HOW OLD WAS YOUR HUSBAND?"
"98," SHE REPLIED. "TWO YEARS
OLDER THAN ME."
" SO YOU'RE 96," THE UNDERTAKER
COMMENTED. SHE RESPONDED,
"HARDLY WORTH GOING HOME,
IS IT?"

"Life is not measured by the breaths
we take, but by the moments that
take our breath away."
Unknown


